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INTRODUCTION 
LET X be a simply connected finite CW complex with rational cohomology ring an 
exterior algebra on r odd dimensional generators. This paper is concerned with 
whether the localization at the prime p, X,p, is an H-space. We answer the question 
provided the integral homology of X is p-torsion free and the rank r satisfies 
r<p-1. 
In part the main result can be described as follows. Let A be a mod p integer 
which generates (Z/pZ)* under multiplication. Suppose Xcp, admits a self-map 4 
which induces multiplication by A on rr.+(X,,,,p) or equivalently T.JX,J@Z/~Z. We 
show, if H,(X;Z) is p-torsion free and rank X <p - 1 then Xcp, is an H-space. 
Since the existence of such a map + is an obvious necessary condition, the result 
is a characterization, under the hypotheses of no p-torsion and rank < p - 1 of simply 
connected finite rational H-spaces which are mod p H-spaces. 
The main result is applied to the construction of the underlying mod p homotopy 
types of all mod p H-spaces within the scope of these hypotheses. The constructions 
are in terms of iterated fibrations over spheres, and extend results of [1,5,6,8,9]. The 
process stops short of being a classification because several sequences of fibrations 
can yield the same mod p homotopy type. 
The first section of the paper contains definitions and statements of all the results 
alluded to above. We continue here with some remarks concerning the limitations of 
our theory. 
A substantially more complex theory is required if either the hypotheses on 
torsion or rank are relaxed. With respect to rank, numerous examples which are not 
mod p H-spaces can be constructed so as to satisfy our hypotheses with the single 
exception that rank > p - 2. The first examples are due to Mimura and Toda [5] and 
involve p = 3, r = 2. The situation is further analyzed in[13], showing among other 
things, that the original examples are part of a general pattern. 
The presence of p-torsion alters, in a fundamental way, the problem of which 
rational H-spaces are mod p H-spaces. Stringent requirements on the mod p 
cohomology algebra are known,[3,4,10]. We are just beginning to get an idea of what 
examples can occur[2]. 
The authors acknowledge support of the National Science Foundation. 
$1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Spaces are assumed to be simply connected, of the homotopy type of CW 
complexes with R-finite homology where R is either the integers Z, the rationals Q or 
(if X is p-local) the p-local integers Z,,. We also take p to be a fixed odd prime and h 
tDeceased. The death, in 1976, of George Cooke prevented his participation in the preparation of this 
report. However, his ideas, point of view and contributions dating from 1974 are essential to the completion of 
this project. Therefore, it is appropriate that he share authorship. 
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a mod p integer which generates (Z/pZ)* under multiplication. By commutative 
diagram we shall mean commutative up to homotopy. 
We call a space an HO-space provided H*(X;Q) is an exteropr afigebra on odd 
dimensional generators {xi} 15 i 5 r. The type of X is the sequence (ni, n2,. . . ,n,), 
where ni = dim xi, arranged in nondecreasing order. The rank of X is the number r of 
entries in the type. We call n, the dominant entry and often denote it by N. 
A space X is called a nA-space (Q-space) provided Xtij admits a self-map I+? such 
that on homotopy with Z/pZ-coefficients, 7rTT(Xbj,p), (QH*(X,,;Z/pZ)) t,b includes 
multiplication by A. If we wish to keep track of JI, we refer to (X,4) as a r*-pair 
(Q-pair). A map f: (X,$)+(Y,+) is called a nA-map (Q-map) providec’ the diagram 
commutes up to homotopy for some k. 
Our main result for p-torsion free Ho-spaces is 
THEOREM 1.1. If (X,4) a and X -C - 1 XCP, is H-space with a 
multiplication m such that 
(a) H *(XC,,;Z/pZ) is primitively generated under m * 
(b) m: (XC,, x XW,+ x $)-+(XW,+) is a WA-map. 
Remark 1.1.1. With some more effort (and see remark 2.7.1) one can prove that 
the multiplication of 1.1(a),(b) is homotopy commutative if r <p/2 and homotopy 
associative if r < p/3. 
In what follows, throughout this paper, spaces are understood to be localized at p. 
Earlier drafts of this paper gave Theorem 1.1 with the hypothesis rank X < p/2. 
The basis for the current extension is the material following Proposition 2.9, which is 
of independent interest. 
First we apply Theorem 1.1 to the rank by rank construction of mod p H-spaces. 
Let r < p - 1 and Y a torsion free, H-space of rank = r - 1. Let A be the Ath power 
map on Y and take m to be the multiplication obtained by applying Theorem 1 .l to 
(YJ). Part (b) says that for some k, A = APk: Y -+ Y is an H-map. (Of course if the 
original multiplication on Y used to construct A is homotopy associative and com- 
mutative, this application of 1.1 is unnecessary.) Let q be any odd integer and 
OLEV&,Y. Let p be the degree Apt map on Sq-’ so that &Y = op. Perform the Hopf 
construction on m : Y X Y + Y to obtain the Hopf fibration H(m): Y * Y + Z Y, with 
fibre Y. Since A is an H-map, we have a commutative diagram 
H(m) 
Y+Y*Y-zY+Lq 
Let X be the total space of the fibration induced by Xa, 
x- Y.* Y 
I Ia kCrn). 
sq - XY 
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THEOREM 1.2. X is an H-space of rank r with torsion free homology. 
It turns out that all torsion free mod p H-spaces of rank <p - 1 can be 
constructed by means of Theorem 1.2. We break the analysis up into three more 
theorems. 
THEOREM 1.3. If X is an H-space of rank r <p - 1 and with torsion-free homology, 
then there is a TV map X + SN whose homotopy jibre Y is an H-space of rank r - 1 
with torsion free homology. 
Next we describe the homotopy type of the total spaces considered in Theorems 
1.2 and 1.3 in terms of invariants of the fibration Y +X -+ SN (or 4). Let (~enN-r(Y) 
be the mod p obstruction to a cross section, or equivalently, a = a(rN) in the 
homotopy sequence. In the case of Theorem 1.2, this yields the same element cz used 
in the construction. Let m be the multiplication 
c: SN-’ x Y-+SN_‘X Y 
by c(x,y) = (x,m(cu(x),y)). Let Y be the adjunction space 
where DtN are discs. 
THEOREM 1.4.X = Y" mod p. 
Theorem 1.2 stands as a sort of converse to Theorem 1.4 in that no restrictions are 
placed on a. A more direct statement is our last result. Let Y be an H-space or rank 
r - 1 with r <p T 1. Let Y have multiplication m given by Theorem 1.1 and cr~7r~_~Y 
as before. Construct Y” by means of the clutching function c. 
THEOREM 1.5. Y" is an H-space of rank r with torsion free homology. 
In this paper we do not pursue the question of fibre homotopy type of the 
fibrations in which the mod p H-spaces are constructed. 
92. rr~ ANDQ, SPACFSANDH-SPACES 
In this section we compile facts concerning rk and Q*-spaces used in the proofs. A 
general study has been carried out in [11,12]. Our needs here are limited to simple 
portions of this theory. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf the commutative diagram of ZlpZ-modules and homomorphisms 
AAB i-C 
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has rows exact at B and q-y are multiplication by A, then pp is multiplication by A. 
Proof. Let b E B. Then P(b) - Ab = i(a) for some a E A. By induction on t 
P’(b) = th’-‘i(a) +A’b. 
Setting t = p yields the lemma. 
It may be more natural to find spaces X with self maps I,/J such that I,!J induces 
multiplication by A on P.JX)@Z/~Z. On the other hand we prefer homotopy with 
coefficients because of its simpler behavior in fibrations. For our purposes, these 
approaches are equivalent. Our reference for properties of homotopy with coefficients 
is [7]. Recall r”(X,p) = [P”(p),X], P”(p) = S”-’ Ue”. 
P 
LEMMA 2.2. If JI: X+X induces multiplication by A on T*(X)@Z/PZ then (X,JI”) 
is a n-A pair. Conversely, if (X&l) is rA then rr,(JI)@ZlpZ is a multiplication by A. 
Proof. Since X is simply connected, the Barratt-Puppe sequence applied to the 
cofibration S’ P\ S’ - P*(p) implies ~z(X,p) = ~*(X)@Zlpz as groups and we 
have the universal coefficient sequence holding for n 2 2. Consider the commutative 
diagram 
O~~,(X)OZ/~Z~~,(X,P)-,T~~(~,-I(X),Z/~Z)~O 
1 
+* 
I 
** 
I 
C 
04 T,(X)@Z/~Z+T,,(X,P)+T~~(T~-I(X),Z/PZ)+O. 
Induction, 1.9(b) of [ 111 and Lemma 2.1 yield the result. 
Another consequence of Lemma 2.1 is 
LEMMA 2.3. If f: (X,I,!J) + (Y,&) is a rrA-map then the homotopyfibre off is a rA-space. 
In applying this lemma, we often do the following without explicit mention. 
Denote the r*-pairs in the fibration by the diagram 
We take sufficient iterates, (_5,1+6,~ suchthat ip = $i and fa,6 = $f. We shall also omit the 
tilde from the notation. 
Next we look at Q*-spaces. 
LEMMA 2.4.Let Xbe a torsion free Ho-space. If (X,J/) is a TT~ space, then it is a Q* space. 
Proof. By the Carten-Serre theorem ~.(X)/torsion+ PH,,(X,Zb,) is injective of 
maximal rank, hence T,(+)/torsion and PH.($,Z@,) are conjugate and have the same 
characteristic values. It follows that P.($)/torsion @Z/pZ, PH,(+,Z@,)@Z/pZ = 
PH,(t,!r,Z/pZ) and its dual QH”(+,Z/pZ) have the same characteristic values. As A is 
the only characteristic value of ~,(+)@Z/pz (hence of 7r,(+)/torsion @Z/pZ) it is the 
only characteristic value of QH”($,Z/pZ) and for some r = r, QH”(+p’,Z/pZ) is a 
multiplication by A. 
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2.4.1. Remark. The converse of 2.4 is also true to some extent: If (X,+) is Q* for 
every N there exists r = r(N) so that 7~“(I(r~‘,p) = APrl for n 5 N. 
LEMMA 2.5. If (X&l) is a QA-pair, then there exists a set of algebra generators {Zi} 
for H*(X: Z/pZ) which are A-characteristic vectors of some iterate 4 of +, $*(Zi) = 
AZi. 
Proof. Let {xi} be any set of independent elements which project to a ZlpZ-basis 
for QH*(X: Z/pZ). The proof is by induction on dimension. Write @*(xi) = Axi + d, 
p-1 
where d is decomposable. By the induction hypothesis d = X dK where dK satisfies 
K=l 
+*(dK) = AKdK. Set CYK = (AK - A)-’ for Kf 1 and Zj = xi - $, aKdK. Then ($I”)*(Zj) = 
AZj is a routine check. 
Lemma 2.5 does not require that X be an Ho-space or that its homology is torsion 
free. The next lemma requires these hypotheses. 
LEMMA~.~. LetXbeaQ*-spaceoftype(n,, . . . , n,). If Xis a torsion free HO space then 
there exists a set of elements {Zi} 1 5 i 5 r, Zi E H”i(X : ZCPJ and a self -map 4 such that 
H *( &Z/pZ) = H *( $,Z/pZ) and 
(a) {Zi} project to a basis for QH*(X;Zc,,) 
(b) $*(Zi) = Ap’Zi for some k. 
This is proved in [12], Lemma 4.2.1. 
A basic tool in the evaluation of obstructions is the Lifting Theorem of [ 11, 121. 
We describe a special case used here. Let (X,$), (B,+), (B,&J be nA-pairs with 
Bo = K(G,n) and assume G is a ZlpZ-module. Suppose f: X + B and g: B + B,, are 
nA-maps and &,g = g4, +f = f+. Let E be the homotopy fibre of g and 4: E + E the 
selfmap induced on E by &,,c#J and a homotopy &g = g$. Iterating if necessary , we 
obtain a diagram of rrA-pairs and rr,-maps. 
We denote the composition [X,LRBo] x [X,E] + [X,E] induced by the principal action 
KU30 x E --, E by *. It is straight forward to check that the principal action is a VA-map. 
A triple (X,&) is called a rA (QA) H-space if (X+) is an H-space, (X,+) a 7~~ (Qn) 
space and p is a n* (QA) map (or equivalently, 4 is an H-map). 
LIFTING THEOREM 2.7. (a) Zfflifts toX + E then it lifts to a ITS map. (b) If E,B admits 
multiplications pk and pg respectively so that B,~~,c#J is a TT~ H-space and q is also an 
H-map then there exists a multiplication 
E,p& is a 7~~ H-space. 
p”” for E so that q is & - pi H-map as well and 
Proof. (a) is 3.1 or 3.9 of [12] or 2.6 of [ll]. (b) is proved as 4.5 in [12]. 
2.7.1 Remark. One can prove the following addendum to 2.7: If hl,hz are two 
liftings of f which are rA maps then there exists a nA map d: X +RBo so that 
hZ = d*h,. Moreover, for B,g being an H-space and and H-map one has a relative 
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version of the above: If A c X is a retractile, i.e. ZA+ZX has a homotopy right 
inverse), if +(A) CA and if the above liftings hi,hz agree on A: hllA = hllA then the 
~~ difference map d is actually a map 
d: (X,A) + (I&,*). 
The facts mentioned in Remark 1.1.1 could be proved using 2.7.1 along the same lines 
as the proof of 1.1. 
Now given any rational equivalence and a 7rA map f: (X,$)+(X0,&) (hence r,,, 
(fiber f) are p-torsion groups) and suppose the cone C, on f is m - 1 connected, 
consider 
X L X,,A C,: K(m,,,(Cf),m) : K(G,m) 
I t 
k 
n,,,(C) = P,,-,(fiber f), G = ~,,,(C~)@Z/pZ. 
Then K(r,(C,),m), K(G,m) are rA spaces and as ki commute with the maps 4: 
C, + C, (induced by I+$+~ and fll, = &j), Al: K(~,(Cr),m)~K(~,(Cr),m) and A 1: 
K(G,m)+K(G,m) k is a nA map and f factors through rA maps 
fl 
X-X,=fiberk&XO. 
One obtains: 
LEMMA 2.8. The primitive Postnikov decomposition off (see [ 141, p. 43-44) consists of 
mA spaces and maps. 
Now, let (X+,I,!J) be a QA H-space. Then H*&Z/pZ) = cc* and fi* = I.L* - p: -p: 
induce a coproduct and a reduced coproduct of a special form on H*(X,Z/pZ) which we 
now describe. 
Any choice of generators 
,y : QH *(X,Z/pZ) -, H *(X,Z/pZ) 
induces an algebra grading on H *(X,Z/pZ): F”H *(X,Z/pZ) = Z/pZ, F’H *(X,Z/pZ) = 
im,y . F’-‘H*(X,Z/pZ). In particular, F’H* is spanned by the words of length r on the 
generators (a basis of) im,y. This grading is inherited by H*@H*. If one chooses x as 
in 2.5, i.e. im,y consists of A eigenvectors of H*(+,Z/pZ) then c~,,F’H*(X,Z/~Z) is 
precisely the h ‘a eigenspace of H*(+,Z/pZ). As /J is Q*, /.L* and CL* preserve gradings 
mod(p - 1) hence 
PROPOSITION 2.9. 
p*(imx) c @ F’H *(X,Z/pZ)@F”H *(X,Z/pZ) 
r+s=l(p-1) 
@*(imx) c @ F’H*@FSH*. 
r+s=l(p-1) 
rZl,SZl 
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(In the second relation one obviously must have r + s L p.) By adjusting the coproduct 
CL, one can refine 2.9 as follows. 
Let X+,IJ be a Q* H-space. Given any map o: X A X+X put CL, = 
p 0 (w x p) 0 Axxx (see [14, 1.5). On elements x,y E X x X CL, is given by: pL,(x,y) = 
w(x,y) * [x * y], p(u,u) = [u . u]. p, is a multiplication for X. If X XX +X A X-+X is 
Q* then X+,,I(I is a Q* H-space. 
If c: X +X is a multiplicative inverse of CL, i.e. c is characterized by F 0 (1 x 
c)oA -*-11 o(c x 1)oA then c is QA. 
If Q: PH *(X,Z/pZ) + QH *(X,Z/pZ) is injective then PH * = PH *(X,Z/pZ) con- 
sists of A eigenvectors of +I* = H*($,Z/pZ). If we use a 2.5 splitting x: QH* + H* 
then one may assume ,y (imQ) c PH*. 
We shall adjust the coproduct p by means of certain maps 
Wi: X xXjx, 
where 
wi = ~(1 x c){[~_L(/J x l)($’ x 1 x l)(A X l)] X [~(l X /J)(+’ X 1 X l)(AX l)I]Axxx* 
On elements x,y E X x X (and with the notations c(u) = U-‘, ~(u,v) = [U . VI, is given by 
Wi(XvY) = [[$l'(X) . Xl ’ Yl ’ [G’cx) ’ ix ’ Yll-‘. 
Then: wi(X v X = * and therefore one may consider wi also as maps X A X +X. As 
amapXXX+Xwi are Q,,. Further 
w T(P,H *) = 0 and P,H * C Phw,H * 
(PcH* the fi* primitives of H*(X,Z/pZ)). If v E Z (and we denote by v its residue 
class in Z/pZ as well) then one has obvious maps vwi. 
Now, assume coker(P,H * -+ OH *) is n - 1 connected and let ZJ E xQH”(X,Z/pZ) 
then 
(i) fi~.~iv = @*v + V. (wrv) 
(ii) wTv = (A*@l)[(~‘)*@l@l](~*@l- l@*),ii*u 
-I 
(iii) If p*v = 2 fir; 6, E (F’H *)@H * r=l 
then 
(A*@1)[(#)*@1@1](~*@1)~*v = 2 [(A’+ l)‘-(A’)‘- 116, 
r=l 
(iv) (A*@l)[(#)*@l@l](l@fi*)~*q,E @(P’H*)@H*. 
r>ra 
-I 
Hence, if fi*u = 2 B,, 8, E (F’H *)@H *, then ‘=‘o 
-01-z Qdde pm pa~~auuo~ I -OS lseal 
$t? S! (zd/z‘x)*~,_~d “‘s) “‘p U! SJOJWaua8 I - d UEql SSaI ale alaql Se ‘MON 
'0s~ s ~03 a~!]Dafu! S! s~otsff'd s!saqlodAq aAOqt? aqJ .IapUn JEql aJON .jOOJd 
'OS 5 s AO/ wsgd~owos! UV Si ,Ho c ,H”d pUV ax?dS-H 
~0 v s! (@i‘_y) /vy~ OS ri uo?yvqdypur v s$s!xa a.~ay~ uayl ‘1 - d > (zd/z‘.y) sHO yuv~ 
OS>S 
x puv 0s > AZ 1Oj 0 = (zd/z‘x),ZH~ ‘aDvds-H ‘0 v S! (@+X) h ‘1I.Z AHV7TONO3 
‘I- U+ U4 5 ] UO UO!JN-lpU! 1(q SMOIIOJ OI'Z 
.paJDaUUO:, ] S! (&f~~~'H&IaJ03 
PIE *&'+d >*H'd ?I-/ uoymId!)lnw E SU!eJqO au0 0~ UO UO!lDnpU!*kq ‘SnqA 
[+O,=’ 
su!eiqo auo (A) u! SE e zco"'M(o')+i Kq rl Bu!celdaa 
@‘=’ 
‘* H,_&h H'd zFd 1 ,Hox*fl 
,Qa,ympu! asoddns 
amaq pue pa]Dauuo:, I-u+ u4 s! *H,_&&.H,~ :.IaAoaJon 
suoseal 
Imo!suauup 103'uaq~, w+ u> 1 ‘pa$DauuoD I-J s! (*~ot*H~d)~ayoD asoddns 
,=zS‘,Z’ 
(I-d)lzs+’ 
‘xc H&h HA @ >*Hox,r, 6'2 & .jooJd 
*pa~muuo3 1 - IL4 + u 
S? (.+.@~.&&Gi?/03 pUV ax?dS-H ‘0 V S! (ff@‘X) /VyJ OS fl uo!yvqd!ypu V SlS!Xa 
aJay Uayl p%‘aUUOD I - U (Zd/Z‘X)&_& ‘pW’aUUO3 1 - TV s! (zd/z‘x)*H /I 
%4!pv~s 
{*H,,$} ayJ 8U!DnpUj Sqljyds S’Z V x YnVdS-H ‘0 V aq ($‘+X) 127 '0I.Z NOLLISOdOXd 
*zd/z U! ,-{I - &',!Y) - ctr + @,!Y)} = (Ol)d 
aJaW’ * H@(* HA) @ 3 %j)!,,, .p,,n_*d (“1 
PIalA (A!) Pug (I!!) ‘(r!) ‘(I) uaql I - dFOd > I ‘*H@(*H,~)@ 3 a*~! 
31 ‘snqi ‘(0 # sioo~ I -d> I -0~ ~SOUJ it? seq I -.x-~,(I +x) p+uou/Clod aqL) 'o# I 
-,,,(!y)-o,(~ +,y) isq) OS (OJ)! = ! sislxa a.iaq$ I - dso.i> I ‘0~ lC.IaAa "03 ‘MON 
O’<’ 
‘*H@(*H,d)@ 3 %fl[I -&U)-o'(I +,Y)l-fi&" 
‘7V El 3x003 ‘9 9SE 
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$3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
We proceed directly to the proofs of the theorems stated in 01 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Write type X = (ni, . . . , n,). Recall, 
localized at p.) Define 
we assume X is 
X(X) = K(Z(p),nl) x f . . x K(Z@,Jb). 
Let {Zi}, Zi E Hni(X;Z@,) and I/J: X-+X be the elements and self-map given by 
Lemma 2.6. Define f: X+ K(X) by f * (r,;) = Zi. Then f: (X,+)+(X(X)&) is a 
+rrA-map where C#J is defined by multiplication by Apt on fundamental classes. By 
construction F = fibre f has T,(F) a graded finitely generated p-torsion group. By 
Lemma 2.8 the map f: X+X(X) has a primitive Moore-Postnikov factorization 
consisting of n*-pairs (X,,,+,) and each k-invariant k. is a Z/pZ-characteristic class 
with characteristic value A, 
x-+. . .+x,+, Pn+1 -X,+...-+K(X)=X, 
I kn 
K(G,,sn + 1) 
Let m. be the product multiplication on X0 = K(X). Then (X&~O,@~) is a 7rA H-space. 
Assume inductively that X,, has a multiplication m, so that (Xn,mn,&) is a nA H-space 
and (X,+)+(X,,&) is a rA map. 
Now, H*(X,Z/pZ) is a free algebra and H”(X,,Z/pZ) _\ H”(X,Z/pZ) for m 5 
s,,. It thus follows that 
0 + im HSn+‘(k,,Z/pZ) + QHsn+‘(X,,Z/pZ) + QH”n+‘(X,Z/pZ) -+ 0 
is exact and (X,,&) is Q* through dimensions s, + 1 (see 2.4). As x rank 
mSs,+l 
QH”(X,,,Z/pZ) I rank QH*(X,Z/pZ) <p - 1 one can apply 2.11 to obtain that mn 
satisfies 
P,,,,HSn+‘(X,,Z/pZ) *QH”n+‘(X,,,Z/pZ). 
Now, im HSn+’ (k,,Z/pZ) C E,-the A eigenspace.of +S and as m, is rA and Q* in dim - 
‘S” + 1, PHsn+’ c EA. But, as FpH”n+‘(X,,Z/pZ) = 0, EA f~ H++’ = F’HSn+’ = im 
x = QH*.+‘, and therefore PH+” = E,, im Hsn+‘(k,,Z/pZ) C PH”n+‘(X,,Z/pZ) and 
X.+, admits a multiplication with Xn+r +X, being an H-map. by 2.7(b) there exists 
m,+l so that (Xn+,,mn+l,&,+l) is a 7~~ H-space and 1.1 follows by induction on n. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The construction of X from the diagram 
x- Y*Y 
I I H(m) 
sq z XY 
with the named maps rA-maps, yields a self-map I/II: X -+X. We can apply Lemma 2.1 
to the homotopy with Z/pZ-coefficients sequence of the fibration Y +X + S4 to 
obtain a rA-structure on X. Since Y is an Ho-space with p-torsion free homology, the 
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Cartan-Serre theorem implies Zo induces 0 in homology. Thus X is an Ho-space with 
p-toriosn free homology. Theorem 1.1 can be applied to give the result. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The existence of a 7rA map X + SN is Corollary 1.3 of [9], 
Proposition 3.2 of [ 1 I] or 4.2.2 of [ 121. Y = fiber (X + SN) is a 7rA space by 2.3. It has 
the right cohomology by a simple spectral sequence argument and Y is then an 
H-space by Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let m’ be a multiplication on Y. Let a: SN-’ + Y. Let p: 
SN-’ + SN-’ be a degree A map and 4: Y + Y the A th power map induced by m’. Thus 
I&Y = (up. Applying Theorem 1.1 to (Y,+) yields a multiplication m on Y which is a 
VA-map. Now Y” can be regarded as a pushout 
sN-‘XY-Dy+Y 
Ic I 
+ A 
D!+Y - Y” 
where c is described in 01. By the remarks above we have (p x l(l)oc= 
c 0 (p x 4) and the universal property for pushouts provides a self-map I&“: Y” + Y” 
extending p and $. Since the map (Y”,Y) + (SN,*) is a quasi-fibration, up to homotopy 
we have a fibration of pairs 
Applying Lemma 2.1 yields that Y” is a rrA-space. The construction of Y” also gives 
an inclusion 
on the other hand, the original 
classified by a clutching function 
Y: 
Y UeN C Y”. 
n 
fibration F - X g\ SN from Theorem 1.3 is 
p-'xy+sN-'X y 
determined by fibre homotopy equivalences D$’ X Y -+g-‘(Or). Furthermore y(SN-’ X 
{*} is a representative of the obstruction to a cross-section (r. If 
X’=D$‘xY uD”xY, 
a 
then the fibration Y +X’+ SN is fibre homotopy equivalent to the original fibration 
Y +X + SN. This description of the classification process means that X’ and Y” 
agree as relative cell complexes through dimension N, (X’,Y)N = ( Y”,Y)N mod p, as 
they are both Y UeN. Thus there is a rA-map 
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of the Nth stages of the Postnikov systems which is a cohmology isomorphism in 
dimensions 5 IV. By the lifting theorem there are no obstructions to extending to a 
mod p equivalence of Y” and X’. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Repeating the first part of the proof of Theorem 1.4 shows 
that Y” is a rA-space satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. 
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